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ALUSIL 
ALUMINIUM SPRAY 
 
 
Characteristics 
Base:    Pure aluminium paint in synthetic vehicle 
Propellant:   Denatured and odourless hydrocarbon 
Covering Power:  High 
Dry film thickness:  15/20 micron 
Dryness:   Rapid 
Temperature of resistance: High 
Colour:    Metallic 
Specific gravity:   0.9 Kg/lt. 
Dry residue:   30' about. 
 
Properties: 

- Resistant to abrasion 
- Shining film layer  
- Protect to oxidation 

 
Description 
Alusil is a spray product with elevated aluminum content. It is indicated for welding re-touches and to protect the 
aluminum parts from oxidation. 
It forms a film which restores and protects all aluminum surfaces. 
It can be painted or left as final protection. 
 
Instructions of use 
Clean and degrease the parts to treat. Shake continually the spray until the little ball is free to move and during the 
application continue occasionally to shake the product to keep it homogeneous. Spray at 25 cm distance. After the use 
overturn the aerosol and spray the product few seconds to dodge the obstruction of the valve. 
 
Packaging  
Spray Aerosol ml 400  
Box 12 Aerosol 
Product Code 13910/04 
 

Head office and Production 
Siliconi Commerciale®  SpA 
Via Francia 4 
36053 Gambellara 
Vicenza – ITALY 
phone + 39.0444.649766 
fax +39.0444.440018 
e. mail: info@siliconi.it 
www.siliconi.it 

 

Production since 1957 
The information and recommendations contained in this document is offered in 
good faith based on our current knowledge and belief accurate at the date of 
publication. Nothing herein is to be considered as a warranty, express or 
otherwise. In all cases, it is the responsibility of the user to determine the 
applicability of such information or the suitability of any products for their own 
particular purpose with local legislation and for obtaining the necessary 
certifications and authorisations. Siliconi Commerciale’s sole warranty is that the 
products will meet its sales specification.  
The manufacturer cannot be held responsible in case of damages caused by 
incorrect use of the product.  
® indicates a Registered TradeMarks of Siliconi Commerciale. All Rights 
Reserved.   
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